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ABSTRACT
The aerospace industry has long favored lightweight materials to optimize fuel efficiency.
The use of lightweight materials poses stringent requirements on enhancing aircraft
structures in harsh environmental conditions. This in turn prompted many investigations
on using cladded and multilayer materials as a potential solution for corrosive
environments. Recent interest has been garnered in cladding for its adequate corrosion
resistance without significantly compromising cost and performance. To date, the
evaluation of these multilayer composite structures is normally established through
laboratory testing of small-scale specimens. However, understanding the structural
performance of cladded composites can be better accomplished using numerical
simulations via finite element analysis (FEA). Utilizing FEA simulation enables the
application of the derived knowledge of material properties and elastoplastic behavior to
larger-scale structures. This study employs FEA to predict the behavior of cladded
materials in the elastic-plastic region. In particular, ABAQUS commercial FEA software
is used to model these metals’ elastoplastic behavior. Increased precision is achieved by
calibrating and comparing the generated stress-strain data obtained from these simulations
with experimental measurements. A mesh convergence study is employed to determine
the adequate mesh size. Ultimately, the FEA models for individual metals are used to
predict the mechanical response of multilayer materials in the elastoplastic region.
Simulation results are in close agreement with their corresponding experimental
counterparts, further confirming the model's accuracy and effectiveness. The RambergOsgood (R-O) relationship is employed to reveal closely matching curves that are within
ii

close proximity of the experimental and modeled responses at several heat-treated
temperatures. Additionally, a parametric study that investigates different cladding
scenarios and how they can potentially yield enhanced tensile strength and ductility by
optimizing their required cladding thickness is completed. The viability of optimizing a
bilayer composite's elastoplastic behavior based on exploring varying combinations of
bilayer composites, materials, and thicknesses is also discussed. This research is
significant for two reasons: it yields a profound understanding of multilayer materials
mechanical performance, and it introduces a FEA simulation technique that enables
structural and design optimization of larger-scale structures to effectively fulfill design
requirements.
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1.1

Introduction and Literature Review

Background

Multi-layered composites have garnered significant research interest from several
industries over the last few decades. Cladded composites are desirable owing to their
enhanced mechanical strength and accompanying multifunctional characteristics.
Developing these composites consists of bonding two or more materials with dissimilar
mechanical properties to fulfill its intended application within its environment efficiently.
The extensive selection of existing materials affords substantial design versatility that has
inspired numerous research contributions into component material configurations. The
motivation for examining the mechanical properties of composites is to predict
performance under different loading conditions. Knowledge of composite behavior allows
researchers to determine the feasibility of adopting the composite for a given application.
Bonded material interfaces are investigated to understand how the materials interact with
their neighboring layer within the composite. An interfacial layer may form an oxide
layer depending on the nature of the metals in contact. The thickness of the newly created
bonding layer could either enhance or hinder the composite’s performance. The main
aspects considered when designing multilayer composites include component materials,
their stacking sequence, corresponding thicknesses, and their interfacial structure. These
aspects can be modified in conjunction with the nature of the intended application. For
instance, the Bombardier super-scooper comprises of aluminum because it is subject to
corrosive environments.
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Titanium and steel-clad composites are often used for marine, petrochemical, and
constructional purposes because they offer low-cost solutions that withstand high
temperatures and adequately perform in highly corrosive environments. The component
materials each contribute their advantages; the titanium effectively protects against
corrosion while the steel layer provides excellent structural strength (Ha and Hong
2015). Composites containing aluminum, magnesium, and steel have been previously
considered for applications that require lightweight materials with the ultimate goal of
reducing fuel consumption costs. Cladding steel and aluminum with magnesium has been
researched to combat magnesium’s poor corrosion resistance. Studies on the aluminummagnesium interface revealed a protective surface oxide layer that aids in protecting
against corrosion (Kim and Hong 2013).
The elastoplastic behavior, such as the yield and tensile strength of composites, generally
falls somewhere between their component materials. That being said, the elastoplastic
behavior of the overall composite differs from that of its contributing materials. In recent
years, researchers have been investigating several techniques to understand the
elastoplastic behavior of composites. Yilamu et. al, (2009) explored the springback and
bending properties of two and three-ply sheet composites due to their pertinence in sheet
metal forming industries. Kang et. al, 2005 investigated two sequences of a five-ply
aluminum and steel composite to determine the influence of sequence arrangement and
strain rate on mechanical strength. Keun and Ig (2017) considered the impact of residual
stress-strain on bending properties using a copper/aluminum/copper clad sequenced plate.
Their findings reveal that this composite displayed a higher ductility level than that of
2

aluminum alone. Aghchai et. al (2008) employed both an experimental and analytical
approach to determine that the formability limit of a two-layer composite demonstrates
improved forming limit diagrams (FLDs) compared to a single sheet with low
formability.
1.2

Literature Review

1.2.1 Introduction
Materials selection is the process of selecting a material that best fits the intended purpose
of the engineering application. A wealth of research has been dedicated to study the
material properties in engineering design. The design and development of materials with
predetermined mechanical properties suitable for the intended function and cost
constraints while guaranteeing structural performance. The selected material conforms to
all design objectives and constraints to serve its required purpose without experiencing
premature mechanical failure. Existing materials are commonly used to develop
composites that suit their indented use based on a set list of key objectives and
constraints. For instance, steel is often used to reinforce bridges and buildings because of
its strength and durability. It can carry heavy loads in tension, compression, and shear
without failing. Whereas aluminum alloys are often used in the aerospace industry owing
to their low density, good formability, and high specific strength. Aluminum can sustain
heavy loads based on its weight despite its lower tensile strength compared to more dense
materials like steel, which is ideal for lightweight applications. One of the most essential
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aircraft design constraints is limiting the weight as much as possible to limit the costs
associated with fuel consumption (Young and Hong, 2013).
Materials are generally classified by their chemical composition and atomic structure and
grouped into four main categories: metals, ceramics, polymers, and composites (Callister
and Rethwisch, 2010). This thesis's scope focuses mainly on composites, which are two
or more combined individual materials from the mentioned categories. Composites are
extensively used in designs because they combine additional properties and
characteristics taken from each of their component materials. Several material selection
optimization software programs exist to determine which materials or existing composite
deliver the best fit based on its intended function. However, designing a new composite
requires extensive engineering analysis, which is discussed in Section 2 of this thesis.
1.2.2

Mechanical properties

Mechanical properties are an essential aspect to consider when designing structures
because they are the foundation of material candidate selection. These properties pave the
understanding for material failure under any given circumstance. Materials are
manufactured or designed to ensure structural integrity within service conditions. Several
fundamental mechanical properties are discussed below because they are the framework
for design integrity in cladded composites. Knowledge of these properties ensures all
service requirements are met without the onset of excessive deformation or premature
fracture. Mechanical behavior is a term often used to describe how materials perform
under applied loads or forces. Mechanical properties are determined mostly through
standardized laboratory testing techniques such as the American Society for Testing and
4

Materials (ASTM) standards to reflect the material's in-service behavior. The laboratory
experiments mimic service conditions by reproducing the same category of applied loads
(tensile, shear, compressive, etc.), duration (consistent or fluctuating), and environmental
conditions.
1.2.3 Uniaxial tensile testing theory
When considering a material for a particular design, engineers often use tensile tests to
determine the material's ability to withstand a predetermined amount of uniaxial stress.
The purpose of a tensile test is to determine the mechanical properties of a material to
allow for more informed designing decisions. Uniaxial tensile tests are often used to
determine material parameters such as yield strength, ultimate strength, Young's modulus,
Poisson's ratio, ductility, resilience, toughness, and elongation. The tests involve placing a
rectangular or circular specimen in a machine with a load cell, extensometer, and moving
crosshead. The specimen is stretched (usually referred to as elongated) at a constant rate
until fracture while measuring the specimen's elongation with respect to its instantaneous
uniaxial applied load in the longitudinal direction as shown in Figure 1.
In particular, a specimen is subject to an applied axial load at a constant extension rate
until failure. This type of testing method is labeled as destructive because the specimen
becomes damaged and can no longer be used. The output load versus elongation curve
obtained from the test is dependent on the geometrical parameters and is termed the
engineering stress-strain curve. True stress-strain curves are then derived by normalizing
these load versus elongation curves to achieve facilitated design flexibility (based on their
independence to geometric parameters). Alternate laboratory tests conducted to determine
5

stress-strain relationships include compression tests and shear and torsional tests. These
tests are usually conducted if the material is subjected to in-service forces that resemble
compression or shear (Callister and Rethwisch, 2010). From this point forward, all
mentions of stress-strain indicate engineering stress-strain.
Mathematical modeling using finite element analysis (FEA) software requires a thorough
understanding of stress and strain relationships. Predicting stresses and stress distribution
along a structure's members can also be accomplished using theoretical and mathematical
finite element stress analyses. Modeling can be accomplished using the aid of a
commercially available finite element software such as Abaqus or Ansys. Designing
materials using theoretical methods requires knowledge of stress-strain relationships
because they provide a gateway into the material's mechanical properties. Stress-strain
behavior reveals how a given structure or member will deform under any amount of
applied stress. It is first essential to gain a brief understanding of the elastic and plastic
regions that make up the stress-strain curve. The simplest way to describe a material's
behavior is by illustrating its significant mechanical properties with a schematic diagram
of a stress-strain curve.

6

1.2.4 Review of the stress and strain relationship

Figure 1. Schematic stress-strain curve

As illustrated in Figure 1, a material experiences linear elastic behavior until it reaches a
maximum yield strength, after which deformation is no longer linear, and Hooke’s law
becomes invalid. Once the material’s elongation stretches past the yield strength, the
stress-strain behavior becomes non-linear and plastic deformation ensues. For this reason,
it is imperative to determine the yield point and consider this crucial mechanical property
when modeling and simulating deformation to ensure the material can serve its intended
purpose up to an acceptable and preset level strain.
Continuing along the engineering stress-strain curve, the remaining mechanical properties
experimentally determined by the tensile test include the ultimate tensile strength and
fracture point. Plastic deformation continues to a maximum point on the curve called the
7

tensile strength, after which the curve decreases until fracture. The explanation for the
decreasing curve from the tensile strength to fracture point is due to necking. Before the
onset of necking, the specimen experiences uniform elongation, but once necking occurs,
the specimen’s elongation mostly occurs within the localized necking area. Now that the
concept of a stress-strain curve has been illustrated using a schematic diagram, the
mathematical relationships can now be explained. As shown in Figure 2, an applied
longitudinal load will subject materials to elastic and plastic deformation. In the elastic
region, the relationship of load and elongation demonstrates linear behavior on the stressstrain curve. A member experiencing an axial load causes normal stress in the elastic
region.

Force, F

Force, F

Cross-sectional Area, A

Figure 2. Prismatic bar under uniaxial loading

The normal stress, s, can be calculated by dividing the force, F, over the original crosssectional area, A, using the following relationship:
𝜎=

D
E

(Eq.1.1)

The units of stress are usually expressed in terms of (MPa).
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Strain, e, is expressed as the normalized elongation of a specimen, a member’s change in
length, divided by its original length. Figure 3 shows a specimen’s increase in length due
to an applied load.

F

F

Original Length, L
Increase in length,
Figure 3. The increase in length of a specimen under a uniaxial tensile applied

∆𝐿, due to applied

load

For a prismatic specimen, the normal strain relationship can be defined as:
𝜀=

∆H
H

(Eq.1.2)

1.2.5 Deformation and strain energy
Several mathematical relationships are used to represent object deformation and fracture
principles. Referring to the branch of continuum mechanics, the deformable solid material
is assumed to be a continuous medium, described as a displacement of its points shifting
to a different location within space. Materials display different elastic behaviors based on
their grouping category. The stretching of polymer chains causes elastic responses in
polymers. Elastic responses in metals depend on the changes in shape and size of the
atomic lattice. For isotropic materials in the elastic region, Hooke’s law can represent the
relationship between stress and strain. Hooke’s law states that the relationship between
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stress and strain is directly proportional. The equation to represent this relationship is
derived from the relationship between stress and strain tensors below:
sNN
sOO
sPP
s= s
=
NO
sOP
sNP

Q
RST RUT

1−𝑣
𝑣
𝑣
0

𝑣
1−𝑣
𝑣
0

𝑣
𝑣
1−𝑣
0

0
0
0
R
−𝑣
X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

R
X

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

−𝑣

0

0

R
X

−𝑣

eNN
eOO
ePP
2eNO
2eOP
2eNP

(Eq.1.3)

For a uniaxial stress, Equation 1.3 simplifies to
s=Ee

(Eq.1.4)

where s represents the stress tensor vector, E is the modulus of elasticity, E, the elasticity
matrix, e denotes the strain tensor and 𝑣 is Poisson’s ratio. Hooke’s law can only be
applied within the Elastic region, where materials experience nonpermanent or elastic
deformation. According to Hooke’s law, materials in the elastic region have a linear
relationship because stress and strain are directly proportional. In the elastic region,
deformation exists only under an applied load; therefore, releasing the applied load will
allow the structure to return to its original shape after a given time, depending on the
material’s anelasticity. The E in Hooke’s law denotes the modulus of elasticity,
commonly referred to as Young’s modulus, which ranges between 45 to 407 GPa for
most metals (Materials Science and Engineering, 8th Edition). The modulus of elasticity is
an essential mechanical property and can be easily calculated by taking the slope of the
linear elastic line from the engineering stress strain curve. The relationship of elastic
parameters can also be used to determine Poisson’s ratio, v, using the following formula,
10

𝐸 = 2𝐺(1 + 𝑣)

(Eq.1.5)

where G is around 0.4 E for most metals.
The yield strength, 𝜎O can be mathematically determined by dividing the yield load, Fy,
by the specimen’s original cross-sectional, Ao.
𝜎O =

D^

(Eq.1.6)

E_

The ultimate tensile strength, 𝜎`a can be found by dividing the maximum load, 𝐹cdN , by
the specimen’s original cross-sectional area.
𝜎`a =

Defg

(Eq.1.7)

E_

Additionally, ductility can be tabulated once fracture occurs. In short, ductility is the
percentage of plastic strain at failure and is expressed as the percent elongation using the
following formula:
%𝐸𝐿 =

ijk il
il

× 100

(Eq.1.8)

where 𝑙o denotes fracture length and 𝑙p represents the original length of the gauge.
The displacement of the specimen can be denoted using the following equation:
∆𝐿 =

DH
QE

(Eq.1.9)

which states that the displacement is directly proportional to the applied load and length
of the specimen, and inversely proportional to the specimen’s cross-sectional area, and
the elastic modulus of the material.
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1.2.6 Ramberg-Osgood Relationship
The Ramberg-Osgood Relationship (R-O) is an empirical model that describes the nonlinear behavior of a stress-strain curve by employing three parameters: Young’s modulus
and two secant yield strengths (Ramberg and Osgood, 1943). The original R-O strain
deformation equation is:
s

q

𝜀 = +𝐾
Q

q t
Q

(Eq.1.10)

where e denotes strain, s is stress, E is Young’s Modulus, while K and n are material
dependent constants that describe the material hardening behavior. The premise of this
relationship assumes that a straight line can define the elastic section of the curve ee,
while a power law can model that of the plastic section, ep. The total strain is the sum of
the elastic and plastic strain components, signified as:
𝜀 = 𝜀u + 𝜀v

(Eq.1.11)

The relationship between K is described in the following equation by the adding the
parameters of a and s0.
𝛼=𝐾

ql xUR

(Eq.1.12)

Q

Rewriting the original equation to include a yield offset, 𝛼 gives
q xUR

q

q

Q

Q ql

𝜀 = +𝛼∗

(Eq.1.13)

Although the Ramberg-Osgood relationship began in the field of engineering and
materials science, its focus has evolved to include several diverse and multidisciplinary
applications. Since the R-O relationship is material dependent, it has gained attention
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from biomedical scientists studying bone fracture. Bone is a material that experiences
plasticity prior to fracture, directing researchers to investigate its behavior using uniaxial
tensile tests. Sharma et al. (2019) successfully employed the R-O relationship to
determine the stress-strain behavior of cortical bone plasticity.

Elruby and Nakhla (2019) extended the Ramberg-Osgood relationship to account for
porosity since it significantly influences the material’s stress-strain response. They
contributed a significant extension to the R-O relationship to illustrate the influence of
porosity on mechanical behavior. To better understand their proposed relationship
parameters, the R-O equation for uniaxial state of stress is first introduced as
𝐸𝜀 = 𝜎 + 𝛼𝜎

q

xUR

(Eq.1.14)

q^

where s is the uniaxial stress, and sy denotes the yield stress.
Their function builds on the previous equation to account for the porosity factor of a
given material, which in turn delivers accurate analytical predictions. Their derived
porosity factored extended R-O equation introduces new parameters to yield the function
𝐸𝑒

Ucv

𝜀 = 𝜎 + 𝛼𝜎(

q

xUR

q^ u ke{

(Eq.1.15)

where p is the volumetric porosity factor and m can be calibrated through
micromechanical modeling or testing data. Extensive testing was performed coupled with
investigating literature data to support the accuracy of their proposed relationship, which
was found to contribute superior analytical capabilities.
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1.2.7 Plastic deformation of polycrystalline materials
Deformation at the microstructural level translates to external forces distorting the grain
boundaries primarily due to slip and twinning. Before deformation, grains more or less
hold equal dimensions in all directions along the specimen. Since grain boundaries
remain closed during deformation because of mechanical integrity, the grains culminate
in forming new shapes based on the constraints posed by neighboring grains. Considering
the majority of the grain boundaries exclusively remain intact, the overall size of the grain
does not change, only its shape. Particularly, a specimen extending due to an external
force equates to the grain elongating in the same direction as the force. Several
strengthening mechanisms exist to reduce deformation by hindering grain dislocation
mobility. These mechanisms which aim to increase strength and hardness include grain
size reduction, solid-solution strengthening, and strain hardening.
1.2.8 Cladding
Clad metals are composite materials that combine multilayer sheets of metals using
various techniques, namely roll bonding or press forming. Cladding combines favorable
mechanical properties from dissimilar materials, which has proven to be a unique solution
when designing multi-functional materials. Cladding generally involves pairing a weaker
material with a thin layer of a stronger material to improve its mechanical performance
and simultaneously overcome low ductility. Mechanical joining of the materials into a
composite usually involves a roll bonding process such as hot roll bonding or rollcladding. Once the composite is bonded together, it undergoes a heat treatment process to
strengthen the bonding and increase the ductility and interfacial layers between the
14

materials. The most common cladded products feature a stainless steel (STS) and
aluminum (Al) composite. STS contributes corrosion resistance and high strength, while
Al provides the benefit of being lightweight. (Kang et al. 2006). These properties are
often desirable in the aerospace industry because they alleviate costs associated with fuel
consumption. Figures 4 and 5 show composites consisting of two and three contributing
material layers, respectively. These materials can be re-arranged to investigate which
configurations provide the most optimal behavior.

Material A
Material B

Interfacial Layer

Figure 4: Example of a bi-layer composite consisting of two separate layer sheets

Material A
Material B

Interfacial Layers

Material C

Figure 5. Example of a tri-layer composite consisting of three separate layer sheets

The effects of temperature and strain rate are often considered when attempting to
optimize the ultimate tensile strength and formability of multilayer clad composites.
Stress-strain curves are used to provide insight into how the strain rate influences
mechanical strength. These curves reveal stress humps at varying temperature locations
depending on the strain rate. Although increasing the temperature to intermediate levels
15

for metals such as titanium and steel grants higher strength, the tradeoff is decreased
ductility due to dynamic strain aging (DSA) due to carbon present within the steel.
However, increasing the strain rate improves ductility within higher temperature ranges
up to a maximum temperature, after which the ductility decreases. Elongation has shown
to be higher in low strain rates at higher temperature levels (above 300°C). Increased
ductility is attributed to homogeneous deformation and limiting localized necking in one
of the component layers (Ha and Hong, 2013). Aghchai et al. (2208) employed both an
experimental and theoretical approach to determine that the formability of a two-layer
metallic sheet displays better forming limit diagrams (FLDs) than that of a single
component sheet. The FLD curves determined analytically were found to be in close
agreement with those obtained experimentally.
1.2.9 Interfacial layers between metals
Compared to a single material, modeling a composite requires more complexity due to the
potential presence of interfacial layers between the metal sheets. A composite material
consisting of layered sheets does not always behave as a single material because slight or
detrimental interfaces may form, which contain vulnerabilities such as shear stresses that
can cause the layer's bonded surface to become brittle, and thus more susceptible to
debonding (Kim and Hong, 2013, Ha and Hong, 2015). Warping can also occur in tensile
specimen composites due to transverse stresses that arise from the different plastic strain
ratios of the component materials (Choi et al., 1997). Studies have found that increasing
the thickness of intermetallic compounds increases with temperature (Keun and Ig, 2017).
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Understanding how these interfacial layers contribute to the overall design of cladded
materials gives rise to more accurate modeling methods.
Manufacturing processes cause imperfections in interlayers of composites. Fractures can
form on the metallic surface caused by mismatched rotational speeds during an
asymmetrical bonding process. Inter-diffusion of the component layers can also trigger
the development of an interlayer on the interface (Li et al., 2013). Wrinkling behavior
within the multilayer sheets resulting from excessive metal flowing into the die cavity
during the process of deep drawing heavily influences failure within sheet metals
(Morovvati et al., 2010).
The influence of a clad material's interfaces presents several clues into the mechanical
performance of a composite. The interface between layers is surveyed for any interfacial
cracks, flaws, or reaction layers to factor into the results. For instance, intermetallic layers
can originate in composites from being exposed to heat treatment at temperatures higher
than the material's ideal strain hardening temperature. For instance, magnesium requires a
lower strain hardening temperature compared to steel. However, this composite would
have a higher overall mechanical strength if strain hardening is tailored to steel's ideal
temperature despite the consequence of forming a reaction layer. (Kim and Hong, 2013).
Also, stainless steel experienced a bumpy surface, which was determined to suggest a
homogeneous uniform deformation and consequent enhancement in ductility within the
clad composite's steel layer.
A reaction layer between magnesium and steel was seen in Kim and Hong's (2013)
optical micrograph images at temperatures above 573°K. The interfacial reaction layer
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presented undesirable consequences because the reaction compounds obstructed the
bonding strength in between the composite's layers. Knowing how the advantages
outweigh the disadvantages are worth considering when selecting heat treatment
temperatures for the composite.
Once a layer is separated from the composite, researchers have the option to subject it to
an annealing process to prevent temperature-dependent intermetallic formation on the
sheet's surface properties to enhance the accuracy of results. Furthermore, annealing also
improves interfacial bonding (Li et al., 2013). Studies have been performed to take
advantage of these interfacial layers by deliberately wanting an intermetallic compound to
form on a layer's interface to improve tensile properties and layer bonding. Li et al.
(2013) investigated enhanced mechanical strength attributed to interfacial improvement
of a laminated aluminum copper clad composite.
The influence of strain rate on deformation behavior revealed that increasing the strain
rate enhances the ultimate tensile strength and elongation, and reduces the overall
deformation due to the formation of an interfacial layer between the component materials.
Hong and Ha, 2017 also considered designing a mechanical bonding interlayer to increase
strength in a copper titanium steel clad composite. The purpose of designing an interlayer
was to increase the bonding strength and provide good deformability with a low melting
temperature. (Hong and Ha, 2013)
1.2.10 Experiments involving cladding and bi/tri-layer materials
The deformation and fracture behavior of several bi-layered and tri-layered clad
composites have been studied extensively. Most researchers have concluded that cladding
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provides a wide range of new mechanical properties (Kang et al., 2006, Kim and Hong,
2013). Several metals have been considered for cladding layers, such as magnesium and
various aluminum and steel alloys. Hong and Kim (2013) looked into the deformation and
fracture behavior of roll-bonded magnesium, aluminum, and stainless still clad
composite. Although magnesium triggers thoughts of unpromising results owing to its
low corrosion resistance attributed to its lack of protective oxide film, it does provide the
benefit of being incredibly lightweight, which is something the aerospace industry values
significantly. These researchers innovated a compelling composite arrangement ensemble
to compensate for magnesium’s shortcomings. A magnesium layer was strategically
added with aluminum and stainless steel to limit its high corrosion susceptibility.
Cladding aluminum with magnesium yields Al2O3, a protective surface oxide layer that
effectively guards against corrosion. As an effort to optimize the composite, a thin layer
of steel was added due to its high mechanical strength and to compensate for the lack of
corrosion resistance in magnesium.
Each component material contributes its mechanical properties to the overall composite,
meaning the fracture strain of the entire composite should theoretically be influenced by
each material’s strength contributions. Kim and Hong (2013) provided evidence to
confirm this claim, using a series of tensile tests to determine their composite’s strain at
failure. They carried out several tension tests on tri-layered hot roll bonded composites
Mg/Al/SST, under varying degrees of heat treatment. Composites were separated, and
tests were conducted on each material to determine each material’s individual mechanical
properties. The reasoning for testing the materials separately and combined is to
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determine each material’s strength and ductility contribution towards the overall
composite. The practice of comparing the stress-strain curves of the combined and
individual materials delivers a method of verification into the accuracy of the tests.
Elaborating on this point, the mechanical properties of the individual materials have
already been studied extensively in the past and should therefore fall into a predetermined
behavior margin. For instance, the stress-strain curve of steel outputs a higher ultimate
tensile strength than aluminum and magnesium.
Additionally, steel’s modulus of elasticity is higher than the other two and should reveal a
steeper slope in the elastic region. The individual materials' predictable behavior provides
a gateway into knowing that the acceptable mechanical behavior of a composite should
fall in between its other materials’ stress-strain curves. Consequently, the composite’s
stress-strain curves should exhibit fluctuations when altering the ratio of each material’s
cross-sectional area. Optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) are
used to investigate the microstructure at each interface region and determine whether the
bonding surface was intact. Moreover, the ultimate purpose of these images is to
investigate the occurrence of homogeneous deformation.
Multiple heat treatment temperatures (as rolled and 473°K-673°K) were compared to
illustrate the influence of heat treatment on mechanical properties, namely ductility,
hardness, and strength. The reasoning for conducting tests at low and high temperatures is
due to the concept of recovery and recrystallization. Recrystallization allows materials to
have increased fracture strains. A noteworthy property of magnesium is its low
recrystallization temperature. A low recrystallization temperature means that magnesium
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will experience recrystallization in the lower temperature range, meaning that it shows an
increased fracture strain at lower temperatures than higher ones.
Their experiment revealed no benefit in terms of mechanical properties for using this
particular cladding composition. The main reasoning was the strength of the Al layer
significantly impaired the material’s overall strength. However, it was determined that
cladding SST with Mg is potentially beneficial because it would be lightweight with
improved corrosion resistance. Magnesium contributes the low density, while Stainless
Steel provides added corrosion resistance to compensate for magnesium’s susceptibility
to corrosion.
The details surrounding the composite’s strain at failure is perhaps the most notable
finding of their experiment. Increasing the heat treatment temperature also increased the
total fracture strain of the composite once the Mg alloy fractured, even though higher heat
treatment temperatures decrease the fracture strain of Mg alloys. This is due to the
Al/SST contributing to a higher fracture strain after the increased heat treatment
temperature. Therefore, the localized deformation of the Mg layer does not play a part in
decreasing the enhanced ductility of the composite since the remaining layers were well
bonded.
Other studies have looked into incorporating more than two or three materials into a
composite. Kang et al. (2006) investigated a five-ply stainless-steel aluminum
composite’s strain behavior. Kang et al. (2006) investigated roll bonding’s influence on
mechanical properties based on material thickness and arrangement using textural
measurements and a finite element method that encompasses friction conditions. The
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crystallographic texture and strain rate variations caused by distinct texture gradients
were analyzed in the roll-gap. Their results revealed that the composite’s material
arrangement presents a notable impact on the strain rates. Regardless of the material, the
mid sheet of the composite underwent significant and uniform plain strain deformation. It
was also determined that strain history plays a vital role in the rise of deformation, mainly
dependent on geometry and the roll bite’s friction conditions.
Yilamu et al. (2009) investigated the role stainless-steel clad aluminum plays on air
bending characteristics and springback phenomena. Uniaxial tension tests were conducted
to determine the mechanical properties of the individual materials and the hot-rolled
aluminum/steel sheet sandwich. The stress-strain curve showed the composite curve to sit
in between the steel and aluminum curves as anticipated. This curve explains how the
clad sheet has a mechanical strength proportional to the combined components from a
behavior standpoint. The strength of the composite is higher than aluminum and less than
steel. The arrangement of the materials dramatically influences V-bending angles, but
play a minor role in springback. The composite possessing the stronger material layer in
the inside position causes a decrease in the composite's overall thickness and a smaller
bending angle and radius than the opposite case. The springback can be accurately
depicted using the Yoshida-Uemori model to simulate clad sheet metal springback
behavior because it considers the Bauschinger effect (Yilamu et al., 2009).
1.3

Thesis Overview and Purpose

Although there have been significant theoretical and experimental contributions to
determine the mechanical behavior of composites, most of the existing research is
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restricted to small-scale specimens. There is little in the way of translating derived
mechanical behaviors from a small-scale specimen to a larger scale. This evident gap in
the literature merits a closer look. This research proposes to bridge this inherent gap by
implementing a finite element model that can represent and accurately predict large-scale
composites' material behavior. The purpose of this thesis is to contribute a finite element
model that grants the potential to accurately grasp the mechanical behavior of composites
via virtual tensile tests. Simulating theoretically intensive tensile tests using a quantified
computer model which outputs accurate and verifiable mechanical properties contributes
several advantages compared to laboratory testing. First and foremost, costs associated
with laboratory equipment and resources are reduced. A wide array of versatile feasibility
studies can be simulated to determine the ideal contributing material sequence and
thickness without accumulating associated testing costs.
Determining the material properties of composites was achieved by designing a model in
Abaqus CAE that simulates tensile tests and generates output stress-strain curves to reveal
key mechanical properties. Consistent with prior research practices, individual stressstrain responses are established for the composite and each of its contributing materials.
The model's accuracy is verified through a series of tensile test simulations that generated
material stress-strain responses in close agreement with those of testing. The model's
simulated mechanical behavior for a particular material closely matches that of testing.
This thesis consists of four chapters, each building on the former to provide a more
profound understanding of the model's advantages and feasibility. The first chapter
consists of an introduction, literature review, and purpose of work. The second chapter
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introduces the model's design and methodology for extracting mechanical properties such
as tensile and yield strength from individual contributing materials within a composite.
This chapter focuses exclusively on simulating stress-strain responses of individual
materials within the composite and then comparing the simulated output response to that
of testing to support and verify the model's accuracy. The Ramberg-Osgood (R-O)
relationship is used to determine and compare the experimental and simulated (n-1) and a
variables. The third chapter provides the methodology of designing a composite within
Abaqus. The simulated stress-strain response of the whole composite is then compared to
that of testing. The fourth chapter discusses the conclusions and limitations of the model.
A parametric study that predicts the behavior of a newly designed composite using
previously obtained mechanical properties is presented to demonstrate the feasibility of
using this model in future research.
1.4
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2

FE Simulation to Extract Tensile Deformation Characteristics of
the Individual Component Metals and Model Verification

2.1

Introduction

Cladding dissimilar metals show significant promise to enhance the mechanical
performance of a structure. Designing composites comprising of materials with diverse
mechanical properties provides the advantage of multifunctional applications coupled
with reduced costs. Investigating the mechanical behavior is imperative to determine a
composite's limitations within its intended environment. Extensive laboratory
experimental testing has been conducted on metal composites, triggering the potential of
accumulating significant costs over time. Repetitive testing consumes both time and
resources despite the advantages. In this sense, providing a cost-efficient solution to
determine the mechanical properties of composites is critical. Numerical modeling
approaches have the potential to mitigate existing financial constraints while providing
high-quality results. Finite element modeling is the standard universal numerical
modeling method used for structural analysis. Finite element modeling (FEM) is a
numerical solution that approximates the behavioral response of an object by creating a
mesh of smaller elements. A FEM which simulates mechanical behavior by generating
stress-strain responses would efficiently provide accurate results in an inexpensive and
timely manner. Before the composite's behavior can be predicted, the stress-strain
response of its component metals must be investigated to authenticate the model's
validity.
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2.2

Stress-strain response of prismatic specimen under uniaxial tensile loading

The stress-strain curve describes the elastic and plastic material behavior under a uniaxial
tensile force. As previously mentioned, the elastic and plastic regions are separated by the
material’s yield point. The elastic region obeys Hooke’s Law, stating that the stress is
proportional to strain, whereas stresses in the plastic region inflict permanent plastic
deformation. From a microstructural viewpoint, plastic deformation is the result slip,
which involves atomic grain boundary dislocation motions. The specimen’s deformation
is uniform prior to the ultimate point, after which the deformation filters to a certain point
along the specimen and forms a neck. The formation of a neck, whose cross-sectional
area continues to decrease with applied force due to the confined deformation at the neck
is known as the necking phenomenon. If the applied stress continues, the neck will
continue to elongate until a resulting fracture occurs at some point along the neck. The
stress at failure is defined as the specimen’s fracture strength.
2.3

Purpose

This chapter's intended purpose is to utilize an analytical technique to determine the
tensile deformation behavior of the individual component materials of a composite. The
current work provides a three-dimensional finite element model that virtually simulates
tensile tests to investigate the mechanical properties of lone material. Simulated tensile
deformation characteristics are then compared with testing results collected from
available literature to verify the model's accuracy so that it may be extended further to
predict the mechanical behavior of multi-layered clad composites.
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2.4

Simulation Overview

2.4.1 Model geometry and overview
Capturing the elastoplastic mechanical behavior of single materials was achieved by
developing a FEM in Abaqus CAE. The modeled geometry comprises of a rectangular
prism part with width and length dimensions of 25 mm and 110 mm respectively. Two
five-millimeter length-wise partitions were defined, one on each the top and bottom as
shown in Figure 6. A constant thickness of 10 mm was used for each separate material,
as shown in Figure 6. Since 10 mm of the specimen is tied up in partitions, only the
remaining length of 100 mm is considered when operating on x-y data to generate stressstrain responses. A mesh size of 1.25 mm was found to provide adequate results based on
the mesh convergence study, details of which can be found in Section 3.4. Once all parts
of the specimen are created, Abaqus allows the option of defining material properties that
can be assigned to any or all parts of the specimen. The FEM consists of a 3D element
with two boundary conditions: fixed and moving. These boundary conditions are the
reference points for the force-displacement and stress-strain responses for any given
single material and cladded composite. The fixed boundary condition has a
symmetry/antisymmetric/encastre type, with a dynamic and explicit step and a uniform
distribution. The moving boundary condition has a displacement/rotation type, with a
dynamic and explicit step. Material properties are then defined to an assigned section by
calibrating testing stress-strain responses. The testing response data is input as a behavior
comprising of an elastic-plastic parameter data set, allowing for the tabulation of the
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ultimate and yield points. Figure 6 illustrates the Specimen geometry used for single
material modeling.

5 mm

100 mm

End Tab

10 mm

5 mm

End Tab

110 mm

Rectangular Specimen

10 mm
25 mm

Cross-Section

Figure 6. Specimen geometry for single material modeling

2.4.2 Material calibration
Abaqus can develop material behaviors using imported material test data sets. The
calibration feature is advantageous because it allows Abaqus to derive material behaviors,
namely elasticity, and plasticity. Abaqus tabulates these values by calculating properties
such as Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio from imported stress-strain curves. The
calibration feature is advantageous because it allows Abaqus to define material behaviors
such as elasticity and plasticity easily.
Several stress-strain curves from published work were imported into Abaqus as data sets.
This calibration process allows Abaqus to calculate Young’s modulus and yield strength
from the data sets, allowing more precision for the model’s stress-strain response.
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2.5

Description of Experimental Benchmark and Model Validation

2.5.1 Modeling separate materials and comparing their stress-strain response to
experimental data available in the literature
In this section, experimental tensile deformation characteristics taken from Jin and
Hong’s (2013) tensile tests are compared to the model’s simulated results. The laboratory
tensile test was conducted on a 2-ply Al3003/STS439 clad metal sample with thicknesses
of 1 mm and 0.5 mm for aluminum and steel, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 7. The
tensile testing specimen possessed a width of 2.5 mm, and a length of 15 mm. The
composite was heat-treated at 500°C for 1hr. The FEM’s dissimilar specimen geometry
has no influence and does not hinder the accuracy of its output engineering stress-strain
response when comparing it to that of a response obtained through testing. The reasoning
of which is rooted in the analytical calculations to derive stress. Stress values were
obtained manually by dividing the reaction force output of the model by the crosssectional area of the test specimen, thereby confirming the feasibility of applying this
technique. The following section will analytically demonstrate the concept of different
geometries by comparing the testing stress-strain response determined by Jin and Hong
(2013) to that of the FEM.
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Al 3003 – 1 mm
STS 439 – 0.5 mm
Figure 7. Layered sheet arrangement and dimensions of tensile test specimen used by Jin and Hong
(2013)

2.5.2 Validating the model’s accuracy through experimental and simulated
mechanical property comparison of a bi-layered Al/STS clad composite
Jin and Hong’s conducted three experimental tensile tests: one for each contributing
material and another for the combined material composite. The resulting stress-strain
responses afford important information on material behavior. Based on constraints
associated with the scope of this thesis, only the elastic-plastic region of the response is
considered. The experimental tensile tests generated three engineering stress-strain
curves: aluminum 3003, stainless steel 439, and the aluminum 3003/stainless steel 439
composite. Each material’s engineering stress-strain curve was considered up until the
stainless steel's ultimate point, at a strain value of approximately 0.11. The reasoning for
stopping at the ultimate point of stainless steel was that steel showed lower strain values
than aluminum at the ultimate strength. More specifically, the stress-strain curves for both
aluminum and steel stop at the same point, which is steel’s ultimate strain value of 0.11 as
previously mentioned.
The aluminum and steel curves were converted into true stress-strain curves and input
into Abaqus as a data set. The engineering stress-strain curve was converted to that of a
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true stress-strain curve by manipulating each data point along the curve using Equations
[2.1] through [2.3]. Equation [2.2] expresses the true strain, 𝑒, as the natural log of the
final length, 𝑙o , of the specimen after being acted on by a tensile force divided by its
initial length, 𝑙} .
ij

𝑒 = 𝑙𝑛

(Eq.2.1)

i•

Further manipulation of Equation [2.1] allows the true strain, 𝑒, to be expressed in terms
of engineering strain, e, using the following expression.

𝑒 = 𝑙𝑛

i• S∆i
i•

= 𝑙𝑛 (1 + e)

(Eq.2.2)

where ∆𝑙 denotes the change of length of length of the specimen. Similarly, true stress
can be obtained from knowledge of the engineering stress using the following equation:
𝜎` =

€
El

1 + 𝑒 = 𝑠 × (1 + 𝑒)

(Eq.2.3)

where 𝜎` is the true stress, P is the load, 𝐴p is the initial cross-sectional area and 𝑠 is the
engineering stress. The true stress-strain data for each material was used as input data sets
for material calibrations. The aforementioned modeled geometry was used to simulate
responses for aluminum and steel individually. First, the elastic behavior for each material
was defined, after which the true-stress data was used within the material calibration tool
to define the plastic behavior. The material properties were defined using the behavior of
each material from the calibration step. Two reference points were added, one at each end
tab. The next step was from the interaction module, where constraints were defined at
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each end tab. The end tabs are defined as a ridged body and each constraint to the
reference points. The boundary conditions are defined in the load module, where the top
reference point is permitted to extend in the Y direction while the bottom reference point
is fixed.
The output for the reaction force and the displacement in the Y direction at the moving
reference point 2 were obtained. The force and displacement were then converted to
stress-strain by dividing the force by the cross-sectional area and the displacement by the
modeled specimen's gauge length. The reaction force was divided by 25, the model's
cross-sectional area, while the displacement was divided by 100, the model's gauge
length. It should be noted that these values obtained from the model are engineering
stress-strain because the undeformed cross-sectional dimensions were used. This allowed
the engineering stress-strain response of the model to be compared with that of testing.
Reiterating from Section 2.3, the model geometry can be extended to any specimen
geometry and provide meaningful comparisons at any given cross-sectional area.
2.5.3 Simulation results of a bi-layered Al/STS clad composite
Figure 8 shows that the model's simulated output stress-strain curve for an Aluminum
3003 sheet is in close agreement with those of testing. Figure 9 shows the testing and
simulated stress-strain responses of Steel 439 are also similar. The fact that the model's
stress-stress strain response for both materials are in close agreement to those of testing
confirms that the material definitions are deemed acceptable and can thus be extended to
further model the composite metal. The combined material composite responses will be
discussed in Chapter 3.
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Figure 8. Simulated and experimental stress-strain responses of heat treated the Al3003 sheet at
500°C for 1hr
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Stainless Steel 439
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STS (Model)

100
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0

0.02

0.04

0.06
Strain

0.08

0.1

Figure 9. Simulated and experimental stress-strain responses for the Stainless Steel 439 sheet at
500°C for 1hr

2.5.4 Contour profiles at select increments
Figure 10 shows the Cauchy stress tensor components of an infinitesimal threedimensional rectangular element. The coordinate system is defined as (1,2,3) to
correspond with that defined in Abaqus. The contour plot of STS 439 is shown in Figure
11 to exemplify the stress distribution throughout the prismatic specimen in the elastic
region, yield and at the ultimate point in the y direction of the specimen. The legend
shows the stress profile of the specimen in the y-direction, defined as S22 as per the
coordinate system shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Three-dimensional Cauchy stress tensor components

Figure 11: STS 439 stress-strain curve and typical contour profile in S22 direction of specimen
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2.5.5 Implementation of the model to simulate the individual component tensile
deformation characteristics of a tri-layered composite
Another journal publication by Kim and Hong (2013) investigated the mechanical
behavior of a tri-layered magnesium AZ31, aluminum 3004, and Cr ferritic stainless steel
430 cladded sheet. The thicknesses of the testing layered sheets are 0.5 mm, 1 mm, and
2.3 mm for stainless steel (SST430), aluminum (Al3004), and magnesium (AZ31),
respectively. The gauge length and width of the specimen are 15 mm and 3.4 mm,
respectively. The specimen was heat-treated at 673°K for 3 hrs.
SST430 – 0.5 mm
Al3004 - 1 mm
Mg AZ31 – 2.3 mm
Figure 12. Arrangement and dimensions of layered plates: AZ31 Mg/3004 Al/SST 430 used by Kim
and Hong (2013)

A tensile test was conducted on the separate and combined materials, which generated
corresponding stress-strain responses. The model was applied using the same procedure
as described in the previous sections, but with adjusted thickness dimensions. The
generated output stress-strain response can be seen in Figures 13-15. These testing and
simulated stress-strain responses are compared below for each separate material. The
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combined materials will be discussed in Chapter 3.

Aluminum 3004
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Figure 13. Simulated and experimental stress-strain responses for the Al 3004 sheet at 673°K for 3
hrs.
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Figure 14. Simulated and experimental stress-strain responses for the Stainless Steel 430 sheet at
673°K for 3 hrs.
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Figure 15. Simulated and experimental stress-strain responses for the Magnesium AZ31 sheet at
673°K for 3 hrs.

2.6

Comparisons of Simulation and Experimental Behaviors

Table 1 compares the yield and tensile properties of the experimental results and those
derived analytically. The percent difference was below 1.2 % for all experimental and
simulated values. The similarity of these comparisons confirms the model’s effectiveness
in predicting the mechanical properties of materials. Moreover, the model’s proficiency in
verifying mechanical properties supports its claim of accuracy. The outcome of these
comparisons demonstrates that the model serves to provide substantiated results and can
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efficiently predict the mechanical behavior of any composite comprising of previously
evaluated materials. All materials are added to an embedded material library within
Abaqus to be made available for future use.
Table 1. Comparison of experimental and simulated yield and tensile properties

Property

Material

Al 3003

STS 439

Al 3004

SST 430

AZ31

Experimental Yield Strength, sYexp
(MPa)
Simulated Yield Strength, sYmod
(MPa)
% Difference (Yield)

49.0

377.4

32.1

419.4

133.3

48.5

378.3

32.4

420.4

133.4

1.02

0.238

0.93

0.24

0.07

Experimental Ultimate Strength,
sULexp (MPa)
Simulated Ultimate Strength (MPa),
sULmod
% Difference (Ultimate)

94.6

460.7

79.8

520.3

201.3

94.3

466.2

80.2

523.3

200.2

0.32

1.18

0.50

0.57

0.55

2.7

Ramberg-Osgood parameters

The Ramberg-Osgood (R-O) material constants of Aluminum 3003 and Steel 439 were
obtained using a trial-and-error curve fitting method using Equation 1.13. The reason for
selecting the standard Ramberg-Osgood formula is explained in the literature review,
Section 1.4. The ultimate purpose of employing the R-O method is to reaffirm the
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model’s accuracy. The standard form of the R-O formula denoted in Section 1.2.6 was
used to determine the constants of (n-1) and 𝛼 using excel.
The E, 𝛼, 𝜎p , and (n-1) parameters were adjusted until matching curves were achieved at
various experimental and modeled heat-treated temperatures. The experimental stressstrain responses obtained from Jin and Hong (2013) matched well with those determined
analytically using the standard R-O equation. The R-O curves were also a good fit with
the modeled stress-strain responses, thereby indicating that the model falls into an
excellent margin of accuracy. The closely matching representative curve seen in Figure
16 below compares the curve obtained using the R-O relationship to the experimentally
obtained response at a heat treatment temperature of Steel 439 at 400°C.
Table 2 below compares the experimental and modeled R-O constants to demonstrate
their close proximity to one another.
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R-O vs. Experimental Stress-Strain Curve
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Figure 16: Comparison of the R-O and testing stress-strain curves of Steel 439 at 400C
Table 2: R-O parameters of experimental and modeled stress-strain responses of Al 3003 at various
temperatures

Al 3003

As-rolled

200°C

300°C

400°C

500°C

EXP

Model

EXP

Model

EXP

Model

EXP

Model

EXP

Model

E (MPa)

3550

3600

3500

3500

3200

3150

2950

3000

3100

3150

a

0.11

0.11

0.09

0.1

0.11

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.09

0.1

𝜎p

127

130

111

114

69

70

69

70

49

50

(n-1)

22

22

21

21

9.7

9.7

9.3

9.5

6.25

6.1
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Table 3: R-O parameters of experimental and modeled stress-strain responses of STS 439 at various
temperatures

STS 439

As-rolled

200°C

300°C

400°C

500°C

EXP

Model

EXP

Model

EXP

Model

EXP

Model

EXP

Model

E (GPa)

15.6

16.25

17.0

16.7

18.3

18.5

17.0

16.9

16.0

16.0

a

0.15

0.14

0.13

0.13

0.09

0.09

0.09

0.08

0.07

0.06

𝜎p

423

426

420

427

417

423

400

406

360

360

(n-1)

35

34

32

32

28

28

25

25

16.5

16

2.8

Conclusions

The high volume of allocated time and resources in laboratory testing indicates an
inherent need for numerical modeling to enhance productivity. Laboratory testing of
large-scale applications such as aircrafts or vessels is challenging. Numerical modeling is
a promising approach to studying the mechanical behavior of composites by separately
investigating its component materials. The complexities associated with modeling
composites can be remedied by predicting the stress-strain response of its component
materials. The following conclusions are based on the modeling results of the individual
materials and their comparisons with experimental data:
•

The confidence of the model’s accuracy is displayed by its ability to generate
simulated stress-strain responses, which are in close agreement with those of
testing. Studying the interaction of component materials is useful to predict the
behavior of the overall composite. This model can be extended to simulate stressstress responses of composites discussed in the following chapter.
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•

The tensile tests conducted by Jin and Hong (2013) and by Kim and Hong (2013)
generated stress-strain responses for each of the composite’s separate and
combined materials, which were then compared to the model’s output responses
within the elastic-plastic region of the curve to coincide with the scope of this
thesis. The model’s output stress-strain response is valid regardless of geometry
based on the mathematical definition of engineering stress-strain. The initial
modulus of elasticity was calculated after converting the true stress-strain data to
engineering stress-strain.

•

The Ramberg-Osgood (R-O) relationship was used to verify the accuracy of the
model. The R-O parameters were obtained through curve fitting and were found to
match closely to both the experimental and modeled stress-strain responses.

•

Investigating the tensile deformation at any given cross-sectional area is
significant and innovative because it allows the model to provide more flexibility
to investigate the elastic-plastic behavior of larger-scale specimens. Since most
material testing is limited to small-scale specimens, extending this FEM model to
predict material behavior in large-scale specimens without the need to conduct
large-scale testing could potentially save an immense amount of time and
resources. In brief, comparing the testing and simulated stress-strain responses
efficiently simulates material behavior without accumulating any associated costs
or resources. This model's accuracy was verified by equating a series of simulated
stress-strain curves against those of testing. Ultimately, this model provides an
excellent feasibility study because it can apply previously obtained results from
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less costly small-scale testing to predict a material’s performance on a large-scale
structure, such as in an aircraft. This FE model’s well-developed technique can be
extended to efficiently model the mechanical properties of composites, which will
be discussed in the following chapter.
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3
3.1

FEA of the Elastoplastic Behavior of Multilayered Clad Composites
Introduction

Numerically modeling the behavioral response of composites provides an innovative
solution to a magnitude of structural applications. Numerically modeling composites is
sparsely available in the literature, with a predominant focus on punch tests and forming
limit diagrams to determine behavioral responses. Yilamu et al. (2009) employed the
Yoshida-Uemori model to determine the springback based on bending angle calculations.
Jain et al. (1998) conducted a FE simulation to determine the ductile fracture using
forming limit diagrams to predict failure during stamping. Unlike the previous chapter,
this section considers the behavior of the composite as a whole. This chapter presents a
unique and transcending finite element model to determine the mechanical behavior of
composites under uniaxial tensile loading.
3.2

Modeling Procedure for Composite Material Assembly

The results in Chapter 2 confirmed the model’s validity by generating modeled results
that were within a range of 1.5% accuracy compared to the results obtained through
testing. The model can therefore be extended to embody multilayered composite
materials. The model geometry can be modified to include several materials layers. Each
layer is assigned its corresponding material properties and thickness. Several parts
consisting of different materials and thicknesses can be modeled together as a single
composite using the assembly function.
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As previously mentioned, all materials in Chapter 2 were added to an embedded material
library for ease of access. A material library affords significant flexibility to create
modeled composites. Saving materials within a library allows a more efficient analysis
because repeatedly redefining is often time-consuming and increases human error
potential. The Al3003/STS430 and Mg AZ31/Al 3004/SST439 clad composites were
created in Abaqus using the assembly function. The desired materials were selected from
the material library to be analytically bonded together to form the two composites, as
shown in Figure 17.

SST 430
STS 439

(0.5 mm)

(0.5 mm)
Al 3004
Al 3003
(1 mm)

(1 mm)
Mg AZ31
(2.3 mm)

Figure 17. Modeled geometry of Al3003/STS439 and Mg AZ31/Al3004/SST430 clad composites
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The Al3003/STS439 modeled geometry adopts the gauge width and length from the
initial testing. The length is 15 mm, and the width is 3.5 mm. The thickness of Al3003
and STS439 are 1 mm and 0.5 mm, respectively. As shown in Figure 16, Al3003 and
STS439 are modeled as individual parts. A mesh of 0.5 was used (based on the results of
a mesh convergence study) for both the aluminum and steel parts. The Mg
AZ31/Al3004/SST430 roll bonded tri-layered composite has a gauge length and width of
15 mm and 3.4 mm, respectively. The assembly function combined the desired materials
into a composite by importing materials from the Abaqus material library. The interaction
between the two sheets is defined as a tie (surface to surface). Once the composite was
completed, the same technique conducted for the individual materials was applied to
generate the stress-strain response.
3.3

Simulation Results and Discussion

Figure 18 demonstrates the experimental and modeled stress-strain responses for both the
Al3003/STS439 clad composite. The modeled output response coincides with that of
testing. The agreement of the responses suggests that there existed little interference
within the interfacial layer of the aluminum and steel.
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Al3003/STS439 Composite
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Figure 18. Simulated and testing engineering stress-strain response comparison for Al3003/STS439
clad composite.

3.4

Mesh convergence study for Al3003-STS439 clad composite

The purpose of a mesh convergence study is to determine an adequate mesh size that
poses no influence on the results of an analysis. Defining the required number of elements
within a mesh is accomplished by generating a series of curves with different mesh sizes
and examining any corresponding changes in the results. The number of elements in a
mesh are increased until the mesh eventually converges to an optimal element size and
produces repeatable results. To elaborate, the adequate mesh size is established once the
solution is no longer affected despite a further increase to the number of elements.
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A mesh convergence study was performed on the Al3003-STS439 clad composite to
determine an adequate mesh size to implement into the model’s FE analysis. Stress-strain
curves were generated using mesh sizes of 1.5 mm, 1 mm and 0.5 mm. Figure 19 reveals
almost identical stress-strain responses for each of the aforementioned mesh sizes. The
mesh size converged to 0.5 mm, after which there was found to be no significant
difference in solution.

Al3003-STS439
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Model (Eng)-1 mm

100
50

Model (Eng)-1.5
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0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06
Strain

0.08

0.1

Figure 19: Stress-strain responses of mesh convergence study at mesh sizes of 0.5 mm, 1 mm, and 1.5
mm
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Figure 20 provides a detailed summary of the mechanical responses for the individual
and combined materials for the Al3003/STS439 composite. As expected, the composite’s
mechanical behavior falls in between those of its contributing materials.

Al/STS Combined and Seperated Materials

Stress (MPa)
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400

Al/STS
(Testing)
Al/STS
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STS
(Testing)
STS (Model)

300

Al (Testing)
Al (Model)

200

100

0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

Strain

Figure 20. Comparison of modeled and simulated engineering stress-strain responses of individual
and combined materials within the composite

Figure 21 shows the mechanical response for the combined and separate contributing
materials for the MgAZ21/Al3004/SST430 composite. The modeled response differs
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slightly from that of testing, indicating a disturbance within the reaction layer. The
development of a thin passive film on the Mg/Al interface region was observed in the
optical micrographs, with the intermetallic compounds of Al3Mg2 and Al12Mg17 (Kim and
Hong, 2013).

Al3004/MgAZ31/SST430 Composite
250.00
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200.00
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0.00
0

0.01

0.02

0.03
Strain

0.04

0.05

0.06

Figure 21. Simulated and testing stress-strain response comparison of Al3004/MgAZ31/SST430
composite

Figure 22 shows the stress-strain responses for the MgAZ31/Al3004/SST430 composite
and all separate contributing materials. The composite’s response behaves very similarly
to Mg alone, which the authors interpreted to mean that this material combination offers
no advantage to be used in structural applications (Kim and Hong, 2013). The authors
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suggested that cladding magnesium with steel might offer a more feasible result.
Experimentally investigating the stress-strain response of a new composite would require
an entirely new tensile experiment despite comprising of the same materials. Roll
bonding the materials and then subjecting them to a new tensile test is time-consuming
and accumulates costs associated with laboratory resources. The following chapter
extends the designed FE model to predict the exact material arrangement suggested by the
authors: the mechanical behavior of a magnesium and steel-clad composite. In this way,
the feasibility of combining these materials results could be presented without any
additional costs. Young’s Modulus is an important parameter used to describe the elastic
performance of a material. Young’s Modulus was tabulated from the stress-strain curves
and used as an input parameter to define the elastic behavior of the modeled materials.
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Al/Mg/SST Composite and Seperated Materials
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Figure 22. Simulated and testing stress-strain response comparison of Al3004/MgAZ31/SST430
composite and individual component materials
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3.5

Comparisons of Simulation and Experimental Behaviors

Table 4 provides a clearer perspective on the above stress-strain responses. The percent
difference for the yield strength is slightly higher than the ultimate strength. This
difference could be attributed to hindrances in the interfacial layers, in agreement with an
observed growth of a passive film seen in the optical micrographs of Kim and Hong
(2013). However, the percent difference of the ultimate tensile strength is below 1%. This
model contributes significantly to predicting the ultimate tensile strength of composites.
Table 4. Summary of simulated and testing mechanical responses

Property

Material
Al3003/STS439

Experimental Yield Strength,
sYexp (MPa)
Simulated Yield Strength
(MPa), sYmod
% Difference (Yield)
Experimental Ultimate
Strength (MPa), sULexp
Simulated Ultimate Strength
(MPa), sULmod
% Difference (Ultimate)

Al3004/SST430/AZ31

152.8

154.9

165.2

173.4

7.5

10.7

217.3

203.0

218.4

205.0

0.50

0.98
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3.6

Conclusions

The flexibility of customizing composites using previously defined material properties
and geometry saves time and resources. The simulated and experimental stress-strain
responses of composites were compared to determine the feasibility of applying this
model to composites. The percent difference for the yield strengths Al3003/STS439 and
Mg/Al3004/SST430 were 10.7% and 7.5%, respectively. The percent difference between
the simulated and testing ultimate strengths were less than 1% for both composites. The
reasoning for the slightly larger discrepancy in yield strength could be attributed to flaws
within the interfacial layers. Despite the uncertainty surrounding the potential
imperfections within the interfacial layers, this model provides accurate and consistent
values and can therefore be extended to model composites with modified attributes using
previously determined material properties, such as Young’s Modulus, elastic and plastic
behavior, etc.
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4
4.1

Modeling Composite Candidates: A Parametric Study

Introduction

Composite modeling provides an excellent tool for feasibility studies coupled with significant
decreases in resources. Creating a material library using behavioral responses from experimental
data delivers substantial advancements in composite modeling. Contrary to laboratory tensile
tests that require physical resources, FEMs allow virtual modifications and trials to be conducted
until the optimal composite design is achieved. The purpose of these simulations is to provide a
parametric study of composite designs from a library of materials verified with experimental
data. The finite element model analysis outputs the mechanical response of the newly created
composites to provide a yield and ultimate strength comparison. These comparisons are
tremendously resourceful to determine the feasibility of their potential structural applications
because they reveal which paired materials function best cladded together. The model’s
convenience is embedded within its versatility and accuracy, which are compelling motives for
industrial applications.
4.2

Modeling the Behavior of Clad Composite Candidates

The previous chapters explain the verification process to determine the FEM’s accuracy of
generating reliable stress-strain responses. The following parametric studies implement the FEM
to simulate the mechanical behavior of composite candidates. The selected thicknesses of all
sheet layers remain the same as the original experiment to provide a fitting analysis to the
original authors’ assumption. The composite candidates are compared in Figure 23 to illustrate
the influence the composition of a composite’s material has on yield and ultimate strength.
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4.2.1

Candidate 1: MgAZ31/SST430 Clad Composite

A magnesium and stainless steel-clad composite is modeled using materials from the material
library created within Abaqus. These particular component materials are selected in accordance
with the suggestion mentioned by Kim and Hong (2013). Their work determined that cladding
magnesium, aluminum, and stainless steel provided no added benefit but stated that a Mg/SST
composite could potentially provide more optimal results. The implementation of a parametric
simulation for Mg/SST generated a behavioral response with a higher yield and ultimate strength
than that of the initial tri-layered composite, which therefore supports the authors’ hypothesis.
4.2.2

Candidate 2: Al3004/SST430 Clad Composite

The aluminum stainless steel-clad composite candidate was simulated to strengthen the
soundness of the parametric study. Illustrating the response for the Al3004/SST430 provides
additional comparative data to ensure the consideration of all possible design aspects. The
Al3004/SST430 composite candidate revealed a higher yield and ultimate strength than the
initial composite, as shown in Figure 23.
4.3

Clad Composite Candidates Discussion and Comparisons

Although both candidates showed enhanced mechanical behavior compared to the original
composite, they each provide different advantages that need to be considered based on the
eventual design’s indented purpose. Despite having the higher tensile strength, MgAZ31/SST430
generated a response with a slightly lower yield strength than that of the Al3004/SST430
composite candidate. Table 5 summarizes the yield and ultimate strengths for all composite
candidates. The highest yield and tensile strengths are bolded for clarity.
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Table 5. Summary of yield strength and ultimate strength of composite candidates

Property

Material
MgAZ31/Al3004/SST430 MgAZ31/SST430

Yield Strength
(MPa)
Ultimate
Strength (MPa)

300

Al3004/SST430

118.7

146.6

189.0

205.0

259.2

228.4

Simulated Responses for Composite Candidates
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0.04

0.05

0.06

Figure 23. Comparative stress-strain responses of composite candidates
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4.4

Conclusions

The suggestion proposed by Kim and Hong (2013) of cladding stainless steel to magnesium was
investigated using a parametric study. The parametric study revealed the stress-strain responses
of the composite candidates of MgAZ31/SST430 and Al3004/STS430 each demonstrated higher
yield and ultimate values. The purpose of this parametric study was to provide a comparative
analysis to facilitate future informed decisions on designing an optimal candidate based on the
indented function.
Instead of conducting a new set of experiments to predict a composite's behavior, the FE model
can be modified to effectively determine the behavioral response of material candidates without
requiring costs associated with multiple laboratory testing. The same reasoning could be applied
to exploring the behavior of any composite. Rather than conducting tensile tests on several
composite candidates to search for an optimal behavioral response, this model could instead be
used to estimate the behavioral response and determine its feasibility. Experimental testing could
proceed on the most optimal candidate to lessen the number of experiments required to
determine an optimal composition, saving both time and resources. Experimenting on a
composite only to determine that it may not be optimal for an intended use falls short of a
solution. Experimentally testing optimized composite candidates suggested by the model's output
mechanical behavior provides a more educated decision and could mitigate the costs associated
with testing numerous unsuccessful composite compositions. A modeled simulation provides
simulated stress-strain responses that can be used to determine the feasibility of considering an
ideal and superior composite candidate for an experiment.
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5
5.1

Summary and Conclusions

Summary

A literature review comprising of the behavior of multilayer and clad composites was presented
in the first chapter. An explanation of the FE model's implementation was proposed and verified
in the second chapter, with particular attention given to a composite's component materials'
behavioral response and mechanical properties. The Ramberg-Osgood relationship was used to
confirm the model’s accuracy by generating stress-strain responses that were in close agreement
with that of the modelled curve along with the original experimental data. The third chapter
explores the model's capability to be extended further by simulating the behavioral response for a
composite as a whole (combined contributing layers) using Abaqus' assembly function. The
fourth chapter offers a parametric study for two composite candidates to illustrate the capacity of
the model's versatility to compute results without amassing a considerable amount of resources.
5.2

Contributions

This thesis's contributions are immense for the primary purpose of providing a low-cost solution
to optimize composite material candidates. Implementing the FE model allows users to explore
composite designs using modified materials, sequences, and geometry. The implementation of
this model can be extended to accurately predict the mechanical behavior of composites within
an acceptable range without the lengthy and costly process of laboratory testing. Applications
include accurately simulating numerous composite compositions to present several options
which can be used to make informed decisions on selecting fewer composite candidates for a
reduced number of laboratory trials.
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5.3

Recommendations for Future Work

This section identifies the shortcomings of this model and proposes potential solutions. The
simulated yield strength of composites occupies the least accurate percent difference. As
previously mentioned, the interfacial layers of neighboring materials may form passive films.
Modeling composites without considering the effects of interfacial layers between metals
generates a less accurate stress-strain response. Certain limitations exist when modeling
composites compared to individual materials. Such can be seen in Figure 21, which shows that
the model’s stress-strain response of the composite is not as close as that of testing despite the
individual material simulated and testing responses being very similar. Future research could
introduce numerical modeling of the vulnerabilities present within the interfacial layers of clad
composites. A solution for modeling the vulnerabilities of interfacial layers could potentially
reduce the percent difference range of the simulated and experimental yield strength.
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